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Abstract 
In this paper, the service execution accuracy was compared by ontology based rule inference method and 

machine learning method, and the amount of data at the point when the service execution accuracy of the 
machine learning method becomes equal to the service execution accuracy of the rule inference was found. 
The rule inference, which measures service execution accuracy and service execution accuracy using 
accumulated data and pattern matching on service results. And then machine learning method measures 
service execution accuracy using cross validation data. After creating a confusion matrix and measuring the 
accuracy of each service execution, the inference algorithm can be selected from the results. 
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1. Introduction 

Intelligent service in a Smart Home is a service that connects household devices and sensors to a network 
and provides services tailored to the personal preferences of the people living in the home. In order to 
provide intelligent services, data in the home such as preferred environment and behavior pattern. The 
intelligent service is provided by recognizing the user's situation through the data. Methods of providing 
intelligent services include rule-based inference method using semantic web rule language (SWRL) rule 
language [1-3], and machine learning method using Bayesian network, decision trees, artificial neural 
networks, and behavioral sequential patterns [4-5]. The rule-based inference method uses the defined rules to 
derive a set of results when data meeting conditions arrives.  

In this paper, ontology based rule inference method and machine learning method was used to find out the 
amount of data (point of change) where the accuracy of service execution becomes equal to provide service 
using rule inference method and process change using machine learning method when user's data is 
insufficient. Cross validation classifies the data set into training data and test data for verification and learns 
using training data and measures the accuracy of service execution using test data. Using k-fold cross 
validation among cross validation methods, all datasets are divided into k-number of training data and test 
data and are used as test data at least once to measure the accuracy and gives the k-number of average of 
service execution accuracy [6-7]. 
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2. Rules and machine learning based service 
2.1 Rule-based system 

Rule based system is the most common system structure used in expert system and knowledge base. The 
main components are knowledge base and inference engine. The knowledge base stores facts and rules. Fact 
is a representation of a relationship with a simple relationship name. 

Figure 1 shows the structure of a typical rule-based inference engine. The structure of rule-based inference 
engine consists of knowledge base and inference engine. The knowledge base consists of a working memory 
with facts and a rule base containing rules. Matcher uses working memory and rules to inform the selector 
which rules are met. The matcher chooses a rule according to the predefined rule or the priority of the policy. 

 

Figure 1. Rule-based inference engine 
 
Rule-based inference system is characterized by low system complexity and suitability to limited and 

stable domain knowledge acquisition. On the other hand, in a complex domain, there are many rules, so that 
the logical interrelationship of the rules may not be sure in the rule set, and since all the rules are compared, 
the system load increases as the number of rules increase. 

 
2.2 Ontology-based rule system 

Gruber's definition of "ontology is an explicit formal specification of a shared conceptualization" is most 
often used as an interpretation of the term ontology. The first step in the ontology build process is to 
determine the domain and scope. At this stage, people involved such as construction, service, and domain 
experts gather to brainstorm basic questions and answers and draw the big picture of ontology. The second 
step is to look at existing ontologies and consider whether they can be reused. Since the basic build to 
construct is often implemented by a third party, it can be used appropriately to increase reusability and to 
maximize interaction with other ontologies. The third is to enumerate the important items in the ontology and 
list the main sentences to list what they are building and expressing [8]. The fourth and fifth steps are to 
collect the class definition, the class hierarchy definition, and the class relationship definition to generate the 
ontology, and the taxonomic hierarchy is created by defining the relationship between class hierarchies and 
classes defined from the list of generated main items, and sixth, the generated ontology is evaluated and the 
ontology is composed through the process shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Ontology building process 

2.3 machine learning 
Machine learning is a field of artificial intelligence that describes the areas in which algorithms and 

techniques are developed that enable systems to learn from data. Earlier in 1959, Arthur Samuel defined 
machine learning as "a field of study of the ability of learning in computers, thus the ability to perform 
actions that are not defined in code" [9]. Since then, Tom M. Mitchell has been quoted more frequently on 
his more formal definition. About machine learning he stated, “A computer program is said to learn from 
experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in 
T, as measured by P, improves with experience E” [10]. 

General machine learning components and processes can be divided into 4 stages including data collection, 
feature extraction and selection, model selection, and learning process. The data collection stage is the most 
time-consuming part of the machine learning process, but it is an essential step to achieve stable machine 
learning performance. For the stable performance of machine learning, the user must consider how much 
sample data is needed and collect the data. 

 
3. Performance evaluation of rule based verses machine learning 
3.1 Implementation of ontology-based rule inference 

To provide intelligent services using ontology in the smart home, Web Ontology Language (OWL) 
ontology development tool Protege was used to build ontology. Figure 3 shows ontology definition using 
Protege for the smart home.  

 

Figure 3. Ontology creation using Protege 
 

3.2 Implementation of decision tree inference 
Table 1 illustrates the entropy calculation for generating a decision tree using 16 pieces of data as an 
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example to implement a decision tree algorithm as user data, the procedure for obtaining the information 
gain value, and the process for generating the tree. It also shows the status of the air conditioner according to 
Season, Temp, Person, and Time in home. Since the data set of the table is classified according to the 
condition of the air conditioner, the entropy coefficient I (root) is obtained as in Equation 1 in the case of ON 
and OFF.  

 I(root) = −7 15 × log 7 15 − 8 15 × log 8 15 = 0.9967   (1) 
 

Table 3. User Data 
Location Temp Season Time Person Appstat 

livingroom mild spring morning father off 
livingroom warm spring night father off 
livingroom hot spring night father on 
livingroom warm summer night father on 
livingroom warm summer morning father on 
livingroom hot summer afternoon father on 
livingroom hot summer night father on 
livingroom mild summer morning father on 
livingroom mild summer afternoon father on 
livingroom warm summer afternoon father off 
livingroom hot fall morning father off 
livingroom hot fall night father on 
livingroom warm fall morning father off 
livingroom warm fall afternoon father off 
livingroom warm winter night father off 
livingroom mild winter night father off 

 

Figure 4 shows that the service performance of the decision tree increases with the amount of data using 
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve which is the area under the ROC curve. The closer the 
ROC curve is to the upper left corner, the better the recognition algorithm and its performance can be 
evaluated with Area Under and ROC curve (AUROC) size. 

 
 
 

 

(a) Data amount: 100                     (b) Data amount: 200 

Figure 4. ROC curve according to decision tree data amount. 

 
In this way, the performance of the decision tree increases as the number of data increases. Figure 4 shows 
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the accuracy of service execution according to the amount of data in the method using the inference rule 
based on the ontology and the decision tree. 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
The study proposes a method to find the amount of data when the service execution accuracy of the 

machine learning method and the service execution accuracy of the rule inference are at least equal to each 
other by comparing the service execution accuracy by the ontology based rule inference method and the 
decision tree method. In this way, it is possible to use rule inference when less than the minimum amount of 
data required for learning is present, and then provide a service that changes to a decision tree method if the 
amount of data is larger than the minimum amount of data. As a method to find this amount of data, the 
decision tree method uses a k-point cross validation to create a confusion matrix, and using the generated 
confusion matrix, the accuracy, precision, true affirmation rate, and false positive rate are calculated. 
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